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ABSTRACT
Olfaction is an important sensory modality for behavior since odors inform animals of the pres-
ence of food, potential mates, and predators. The fruit fly, Drosophila melanogaster, is a favorable
model organism for the investigation of the biophysical mechanisms that contribute to olfaction
because its olfactory system is anatomically similar to but simpler than that of vertebrates. In the
Drosophila olfactory system, sensory transduction takes place in olfactory receptor neurons housed
in the antennae and maxillary palps on the front of the head. The first stage of olfactory process-
ing resides in the antennal lobe, where the structural unit is the glomerulus. There are at least three
classes of neurons in the antennal lobe - excitatory projection neurons, excitatory local neurons, and
inhibitory local neurons. The arborizations of the local neurons are confined to the antennal lobe,
and output from the antennal lobe is carried by projection neurons to higher regions of the brain.
Different views exist of how circuits of the Drosophila antennal lobe translate input from the ol-
factory receptor neurons into projection neuron output. We construct a conductance based neuronal
network model of the Drosophila antennal lobe with the aim of understanding possible mechanisms
within the antennal lobe that account for the variety of projection neuron activity observed in exper-
imental data. We explore possible outputs obtained from olfactory receptor neuron input that mimic
experimental recordings under different connectivity paradigms.
First, we develop realistic minimal cell models for the excitatory local neurons, inhibitory local
neurons, and projections neurons based on experimental data for Drosophila channel kinetics, and
explore the firing characteristics and mathematical structure of these models. We then investigate
possible interglomerular and intraglomerular connectivity patterns in the Drosophila antennal lobe,
where olfactory receptor neuron input to the antennal lobe is modeled with Poisson spike trains, and
synaptic connections within the antennal lobe are mediated by chemical synapses and gap junctions
as described in the Drosophila antennal lobe literature. Our simulation results show that inhibitory
local neurons spread inhibition among all glomeruli, where projection neuron responses are de-
creased relatively uniformly for connections of synaptic strengths that are homogeneous. Also,
in the case of homogeneous excitatory synaptic connections, the excitatory local neuron network
facilitates odor detection in the presence of weak stimuli. Excitatory local neurons can spread exci-
tation from projection neurons that receive more input from olfactory receptor neurons to projection
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neurons that receive less input from olfactory receptor neurons. For the parameter values for the net-
work models associated with these results, eLNs decrease the ability of the network to discriminate
among single odors.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Olfaction is important for behavior as odors inform animals of the presence of food, potential mates,
and predators (Hallem and Carlson, 2004). The fruit fly, Drosophila melanogaster, offers a favor-
able model organism for the investigation of mechanisms in odor coding because its olfactory sys-
tem is anatomically similar to but simpler than that of vertebrates. As summarized by Abbott and
Luo (2007) and Leung and Waddell (2007), in the Drosophila olfactory system, sensory transduc-
tion takes place in olfactory receptor neurons, and olfactory signals are relayed in the antennal lobe
through glomeruli that receive input from the olfactory receptor neurons. Output from the antennal
lobe is carried by projection neurons that typically innervate a single glomerulus where the axons of
projection neurons project to the mushroom body and lateral horn of the brain. The glomeruli also
contain processes of local neurons that branch in multiple glomeruli (Hallem and Carlson, 2004).
Conflicting views exist of how circuits of the antennal lobe translate input from the olfactory
receptor neurons into projection neuron output. Optical imaging studies suggest that the activation
of a postsynaptic projection neuron reflects the activation of the associated presynaptic olfactory
receptor neurons (Wang et al., 2003). However, electrophysiological studies (Bhandawat et al.,
2007; Wilson et al., 2004) suggest that projection neurons are more broadly tuned than olfactory
receptor neurons, and that projection neuron output is shaped by both olfactory receptor neuron
input and by lateral connections within the antennal lobe. Whole cell patch clamp recordings re-
veal that GABAergic inhibition hyperpolarizes antennal lobe projection neurons via two distinct
conductances, blocked by a GABAA and GABAB type antagonist, respectively (Wilson and Laurent,
2005). As a result, inhibition increases the degree of difference between the neural representa-
tions of different odors. Optical recordings of glomerular calcium responses suggest the existence
of both a glomerulus specific network, which includes excitatory and inhibitory local connections,
and a global inhibitory network that acts on all glomeruli (Silbering and Galizia, 2007). On the
other hand, another study suggests that excitatory local neurons with multiglomerular processes re-
spond broadly to odors but exhibit little glomerular specificity (Shang et al., 2007). They propose
that lateral excitation may boost projection neuron signals and could improve odor detection when
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stimuli are weak. Major transformations are likely to result from interglomerular interactions, but
intraglomerular mechanisms can significantly affect responses (Masse et al., 2009). It has been
suggested that short term depression at the olfactory receptor neuron to projection neuron synapse
plays a role in limiting the disproportional emphasize on odor onset but it has little effect for weak
olfactory receptor neuron input (Wilson, 2011).
Efforts have been made to establish minimal biophysical models for insect olfactory neurons
(Av-Ron, 1994), and there have been attempts to construct neuronal network models that mimic
insect antennal lobe dynamics. Most of these models analyze the roles of local inhibitory neurons in
shaping projection neuron output to the brain (Av-Ron and Rospars, 1995; Bazhenov et al., 2001a,b;
Linster et al., 2005; Martinez and Montejo, 2008). Other more recent models are not conductance
based models (Proske et al., 2012; Ito et al., 2009; Olsen et al., 2010). A very recent study (Rangan,
2012) presents a conductance based model of Drosophila antennal lobe to describe the functional
role of synaptic depression at the olfactory receptor neuron synapses. The discovery of the existence
of excitatory local neurons and gap junctions in the fruit fly is relatively recent, and their role in the
antennal lobe is still to be determined.
We construct a conductance based neuronal network model of the fruit fly antennal lobe and
explore possible interactions within the antennal lobe that can account for the variety of projection
neuron activity observed in experimental data. In these studies, we are not trying to simply replicate
specific experimental projection neuron output, but instead we explore possible outputs obtained
from olfactory receptor neuron input that mimics experimental recordings under different connec-
tivity paradigms. We first create minimal conductance based single cell models for Drosophila
antennal lobe neurons that are more biologically realistic than existing models, where model cur-
rents are based on experimental data from Drosophila neurons. We also model input from olfactory
receptor neurons in a more realistic way than many previous studies by representing olfactory re-
ceptor neuron input as Poisson spike trains. The Poisson process is modeled such that the firing rate
is time dependent and has an absolute refractory period. The driving rate values are derived from
experimental data from Drosophila olfactory receptor neuron responses to odors.
We then create a minimal network model of the antennal lobe consisting of multiple glomeruli
to investigate the roles of different cell types in creating spatiotemporal patterns of activity during
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the presentation of odors. We model seven different glomeruli in order to investigate the role of in-
traglomerular and interglomerular connections when four different odors are separately introduced.
Through computational studies, we explore how synaptic depression at the olfactory receptor neu-
ron to projection neuron synapse and connectivities in the antennal lobe can shape the response
patterns of projection neurons in a minimal network model for different odor inputs, and investigate
the role of local neurons in shaping projection neuron output. Olfactory learning and memory are
not considered here. We focus instead on the role of excitatory local neurons, hypothesizing that
excitatory local neurons spread excitation between projection neurons in different glomeruli.
In what follows we provide an overview of electrophysiological and imaging studies and math-
ematical modeling of insect olfaction in Chapter 2. The formalism for conductance based neuron
models and models of synaptic connections also is presented in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 presents the
specific conductance based models developed for the excitatory and inhibitory Drosophila anten-
nal lobe local neurons and projection neurons, and provides their mathematical characterizations.
In Chapter 4, we present the model for olfactory receptor neuron input and the Drosophila anten-
nal lobe network models. Computational studies are performed for different network connectivity
paradigms. Finally, in Chapter 5 we provide a discussion of results.
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Chapter 2
DROSOPHILA ANTENNAL LOBE: BIOLOGY AND MODELING
The olfactory sensory system permits animals to recognize and discriminate among a broad spec-
trum of volatile chemicals in the environment and transforms olfactory input into meaningful neural
information that elicits appropriate behavioral responses (Vosshall, 2001). The functional orga-
nization of the olfactory system is similar in organisms ranging from insects to mammals, thus,
principles elucidated in one experimental organism often apply to may others (Su et al., 2009).
As summarized by Keene and Waddell (2007), flies primarily sense odors through olfactory re-
ceptor neurons (ORNs) housed in the antennae and maxillary palps on the front of the head. The first
stage of olfactory processing resides in the antennal lobe, where the structural unit is the glomeru-
lus. Each odorant receptor is expressed by an average of 40 olfactory receptor neurons (Kazama
and Wilson, 2009). Around 2500 olfactory receptor neurons innervate Drosophila’s antennae and
maxillary palps (Tootoonian and Laurent, 2010). Olfactory receptor neurons expressing the same
olfactory receptor gene project to the same glomerulus among the approximately 50 glomeruli in
the antennal lobe. Each glomerulus receives input from a distinct type of olfactory receptor neu-
rons (Fishilevich and Vosshall, 2005). There are at least three classes of neurons in the antennal
lobe - excitatory projection neurons (PNs), excitatory local neurons (eLNs), and inhibitory local
neurons (iLNs). The local neurons’ arborizations are confined to the antennal lobe while PNs re-
lay information to higher brain centers. Adult flies have about 150 PNs with three to four of them
innervating each glomerulus. Most PNs branch in only one glomerulus. Around 200 local neurons
branch across antennal lobe glomeruli, most of which innervate all or most glomeruli (Tootoonian
and Laurent, 2010).
The odor response range and temporal response patterns of the projection neurons innervating
a glomerulus are different from those of the olfactory receptor neurons terminating in the same
glomerulus (Tanaka et al., 2009). Although the connectivity within the antennal lobe and the exact
role of the antennal lobe neurons, particularly the role of local neurons, are still to be determined,
there are experimental recordings available about the input from olfactory receptor neurons and the
output from projection neurons via calcium imaging and electrophysiology. More recent studies
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provide further insight with recordings of excitatory and inhibitory local neurons. Some of these
studies are described in the next section.
2.1 Electrophysiology and Imaging Studies
ORNs generate action potentials in response to odor stimulation (Hallem and Carlson, 2004). Dif-
ferent odorants elicit responses from different subsets of ORNs, and ORNs exhibit diversity of
response properties. ORNs are cholinergic (Yaksi and Wilson, 2010), and ORN responses are them-
selves dynamical, where dynamics depend on both the odor and the ORN (Olsen et al., 2010). Using
genetic and pharmacological tools, Nagel and Wilson (2011) show that odor evoked spike trains in
Drosophila ORNs have odor and receptor specific dynamics. In the same ORN, different odors can
evoke similar mean firing rates but different temporal patterns of spiking. For example, one odor
produces a transient peak at onset and inhibition at offset, another produces only a modest peak
at onset and no offset inhibition, whereas another response shows a transient peak at odor onset,
followed by inhibition at odor offset, followed by another period of elevated spiking. A single
odor could also produce distinct temporal patterns in different neurons such as a tonic or phasic re-
sponse. ORNs fire spontaneously even in the absence of odors. Each ORN spike reliably produces
a synaptic event in every postsynaptic PN, and about three synchronous spikes are needed to drive
a PN above threshold (Wilson, 2011). Hallem and Carlson (2006) perform a systematic analysis
of how the Drosophila antennal receptor repertoire encodes a large collection of odor stimuli that
vary widely in identity, intensity, and duration. They find that nearly all odorants elicit a response
from at least one receptor and that individual receptors range along a continuum from narrowly
tuned to broadly tuned. Most receptors exhibit weak as well as strong responses. Receptors with
similar response properties often map to broadly distributed glomeruli. Using a two-photon calcium
imaging system in the Drosophila brain, Wang et al. (2003) demonstrate that at natural odor con-
centrations, each odor elicits a distinct and sparse spatial pattern of activity in the antennal lobe that
is conserved across individuals. The response pattern of a given glomerulus is primarily a function
of the specificity of a single odorant receptor.
In an electrophysiology study from Wilson et al. (2004), analysis of odor evoked responses of
single neurons reveals that some projection neurons have different response dynamics than the ol-
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factory receptor neurons converging on the same glomerulus. Projection neurons display broader
tuning and more complex responses than the corresponding olfactory receptor neurons. They pro-
pose that there is a major transformation of odor representation occurring in the antennal lobe,
implicating lateral interactions. Similarly, electrophysiology studies from Bhandawat et al. (2007)
reveal that portions of the odor response profile of a PN are not systematically related to their direct
input from ORNs. They analyze the input and output spike trains of seven identified glomeruli in
the Drosophila melanogaster antennal lobe, and show that there is a major transformation of olfac-
tory representations in this region of the brain. The output of each glomerulus is a nonlinear scaling
of its inputs. Projection neuron responses rise and accommodate rapidly, emphasizing odor onset.
Weak olfactory receptor neuron inputs are amplified in the projection neuron layer but strong inputs
are not. These observations from the projection neurons might indicate the presence of lateral con-
nections between glomeruli. ORNs and PNs exhibit different odor response profiles. ORN firing
rates due to odorant stimuli are distributed in an exponential manner, mostly occurring at low rate,
while PNs response profiles are more uniformly distributed. In contrast, Silbering et al. (2008) find
that response patterns of ORNs and PNs both have glomerular activity patterns. They also find that
local neurons have response patterns that differ both spatially and temporally, and their responses
are more diffuse compared to ORNs and PNs but not uniform across the antennal lobe.
In another study, Kazama and Wilson (2008) conclude that the synapse between olfactory re-
ceptor neurons and projection neurons is very strong, and this may contribute to the amplification of
odor responses in projection neurons in the presence of weak olfactory receptor neuron responses.
Strong stimuli produce short term depression at this synapse, which may explain why strong olfac-
tory receptor neuron odor responses are not amplified as powerfully as weak responses. In a later
study, Kazama and Wilson (2009) investigate the origins of correlated activity in Drosophila anten-
nal lobe neurons. Dual electrophysiological recordings show synchronized spontaneous spikes in
PNs postsynaptic to the same type of ORN. The primary origin of correlations lies in the divergence
of each ORN onto every PN in its glomerulus. Reciprocal PN-PN connections make a smaller
contribution to correlations, and PN spike trains in different glomeruli are only weakly correlated.
Moreover, Olsen and Wilson (2008) selectively remove most interglomerular input to genetically
identified PNs and show that this broadens the odor tuning of these neurons, implying that inter-
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glomerular inhibition dominates over interglomerular excitation. When total input from ORNs is
weak, lateral inhibition is minimal and ORN-PN synapses are strong. When an odorant recruits vig-
orous input from ORNs to many glomeruli, GABAergic LNs inhibit ORN neurotransmitter release,
suppressing responses that are strong and redundant, and thus promoting a more efficient neural
code for odors. Their results suggest that much of the lateral inhibition in the antennal lobe acts by
suppressing ORN-PN synaptic transmission mediated by GABAA and GABAB.
Okada et al. (2009) find that GABA is likely to be the sole mediator of inhibitory signals in
the Drosophila antennal lobe. Inhibitory local neurons have at least two morphological categories.
Both categories are multiglomerular and affect projection neurons activity. One category arborizes
only in the core area of the glomeruli and the other arborize in both the core and the periphery and
have extensive interactions with terminals of the ORNs. Similarly, a study from Tanaka et al. (2009)
shows that there are two populations of GABAergic neurons in the Drosophila antennal lobe. One
population innervates parts of glomeruli lacking terminals of receptor neurons, whereas the other
population of inhibitory local neurons branches more widely, innervating throughout glomeruli,
suggesting that the two different types of inhibitory local neurons might participate in different
neural circuits. These neurons respond to odors with no systematic difference in patterns of spiking,
however oscillations that synchronize groups of projection neurons are only caused by the inhibitory
local neurons that widely branch throughout the Drosophila antennal lobe.
Chou et al. (2010) present a comprehensive genetic, anatomical, and electrophysiological anal-
ysis of local neurons in the Drosophila antennal lobe. Their systematic single-cell analysis of
1500 individual local neurons shows that these neurons are diverse in their neurotransmitter types,
glomerular innervation patterns, dendritic structures, densities and distribution of presynaptic ter-
minals, and odor response properties. Local neurons may innervate all glomeruli, all but a few
glomeruli, continuous groups of glomeruli, patchy groups of glomeruli, or only a few glomeruli.
Local neurons vary widely in their odor-evoked firing rates and their temporal dynamics. For ex-
ample, some local neurons have unusually high rates of spontaneous activity, suggesting that they
play a role in broadcasting tonic inhibition throughout the antennal lobe. In some case, odors in-
hibit inhibitory local neurons, and tend to disinhibit the entire antennal lobe. In another cases, local
neurons that avoid certain pheromone-selective glomeruli fire unusually transient bursts at odor on-
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set. These local neurons may play a role in inhibiting the initial 100 ms of PNs odor responses
when PNs reach their peak firing rates. Some pheromone glomeruli are not inhibited, and this may
explain why weak ORN responses to pheromones can be strongly amplified in postsynaptic PNs.
This study finds a coarse correlation between some functional properties and morphological genetic
classifications, but also finds that each local neuron class that was examined contains substantial di-
versity. The degree of variability of glomerular innervation patterns of individual local neurons was
unexpected, and such variability translates into variability in the functional connectivity of ORNs,
local neurons, and PNs.
In an effort to examine the role of inhibitory local neurons and interactions among glomeruli,
Wilson and Laurent (2005) use whole-cell-patch clamp recording techniques, pharmacology, im-
munohistochemistry, and genetic markers to investigate how GABAergic inhibition affects olfactory
processing in the Drosophila antennal lobe. They suggest that there is a cellular basis for odor and
glomerulus dependent patterns of inhibition. In a later study, Silbering and Galizia (2007) obtain
optical recordings of glomerular calcium responses to single odors and odor mixtures from both
olfactory receptor neurons and projection neurons. They observe enhancement in odor responses,
modification of their temporal course, and elimination of mixture suppression at the projection neu-
ron level after the application of picrotoxin, an antagonist of GABAA-like receptors. These results
lead to the belief that there must be at least two networks in the fly antennal lobe: a glomerulus
specific network and an inhibitory global network that acts on all glomeruli with strength propor-
tional to the global antennal lobe input. Similarly, (Wilson, 2008) demonstrates that there is uniform
global lateral inhibition in the Drosophila antennal lobe. The lateral inhibitory signals received by
two glomeruli are found to be quite similar, though the ORNs corresponding to these two glomeruli
have different odor preferences.
Shang et al. (2007) identify a new set of local neurons in the Drosophila antennal lobe - exci-
tatory local neurons. One of the main observations in this study is the claim that excitatory local
neurons respond uniformly to odors and do not exhibit obvious spatial differences in their activity.
Their results provide evidence that excitatory local neurons are likely to contribute to the responses
of projection neurons. In another study, Olsen et al. (2007) conclude that a dense network of lat-
eral connections distributes odor evoked excitation between channels in the antennal lobe. They
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genetically silenced all the ORNs that normally express a particular odorant receptor and find that
PNs postsynaptic to the silent glomerulus receive substantial lateral excitatory input from other
glomeruli. Wilson (2007) claims that surprisingly, lateral synaptic connections onto PNs are mainly
excitatory and these connections are spatially widespread, and homogeneous in strength.
Recently, Huang et al. (2010) examine the physiological and synaptic properties of eLNs.
Paired recordings of eLNs and PNs show reciprocal excitatory connections mediated by cholinergic
synapses and gap junctions. Reciprocal connections are also found between two eLNs. Results
show that eLNs receive monosynaptic inputs from ORNs. In contrast to earlier studies, they find
that each odor elicits distinct responses in different eLNs with specific temporal patterns of spiking
indicating that eLNs serve specific coding functions in addition to global excitation in Drosophila
olfactory processing. They find that connections between eLNs and iLNs are rare. In a simi-
lar study, Yaksi and Wilson (2010) conclude that eLNs have two opposing effects on projection
neurons, driving both direct excitation and indirect inhibition. They show eLN to iLN synapses
are largely cholinergic, iLNs can release GABA onto eLNs, and sister PNs are coupled by mixed
chemical-electrical connections. In contrast to the study from Huang et al. (2010), this study finds
that eLN-iLN connections exist, iLNs can release GABA onto eLNs, and that eLN to iLN synapses
are largely cholinergic but have an electric component.
Also recently, Das et al. (2011) identify and characterize a novel glutamatergic local neuron
lineage in the Drosophila antennal lobe. The arbors of these local neurons can be restricted to a
small number of glomeruli, one to three, or multiglomerular, but not to all glomeruli. This implies
that the role of glutamatergic local neurons is in mediating specific excitatory interactions between
subsets of glomeruli rather than in distributing excitatory activity to all glomeruli in the antennal
lobe.
In an effort to map the neurons associated with the Drosophila antennal lobe, very recently,
Tanaka et al. (2012) analyze the arborizations of these neurons to find out how glomeruli are linked
with each other. They trace the projections of antennal lobe neurons from cell bodies to terminals,
investigate the projection patterns of each type of these neurons, and investigate the connectivity
patterns among glomeruli. This study provides a systematic mapping of the Drosophila antennal
lobe neurons.
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2.2 Formalism for Conductance Based Models
Electrical activity in neurons is sustained and propagated via ionic currents through neuron mem-
branes. The Hodgkin-Huxley model formalism for an excitable membrane (Hodgkin and Huxley,
1952) is one of the most important models in describing the kinetics of voltage dependent currents.
As summarized by Izhikevich (2007), an ionic current Iion is modeled as
Iion = gionp(V −Eion), (2.1)
where V is the cell membrane potential (in mV ), gion is the maximal conductance for the channel
type (in mS/cm2), p is the average proportion of channels in the open state, and Eion is the reversal
(Nernst) potential for the corresponding active ion (in mV ). The proportion of open channels for
voltage gated channels can be represented by a product of activation and inactivation
p= myhz, (2.2)
where m and h are the activation and inactivation gating variables, respectively, and y and z deter-
mine the influence of the gating processes on the conductance. In some cases, only an activation
variable is needed. The dynamics of the activation variable m is described by the equation
dm
dt
=
m∞(V )−m
τm(V )
, (2.3)
where m∞(V ) is the steady-state activation function and has the form
m∞(V ) =
αm(V )
αm(V )+βm(V )
, (2.4)
and αm(V ) and βm(V ) describe the voltage dependent rates between open and closed states of the
channels. The steady state activation function can be approximated by the Boltzmann function
m∞(V ) =
1
1+ exp[(V −θm)/km] , (2.5)
where θm is the half activation voltage for the gating function (in mV ), and km is the activation
sensitivity (in mV ). τm(V ) determines the time scale of the exponential decay or saturation of the
dynamic gating processes and has the form
τm(V ) =
1
αm+βm
, (2.6)
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and can often be approximated by the Gaussian function
τm(V ) =Cbase+Campexp
−(Vmax−V )2
σ2
, (2.7)
where the function values lie between Cbase and Camp. Vmax is the potential where the maximal
τm value is achieved, and σ measures the characteristic width of the curve. Av-Ron et al. (1993)
express τw as
τw(V ) =
1
rwcosh(V−θwkτw )
, (2.8)
where rw is the basal rate of the gating reaction. In some cases when a gating variable, say m,
approaches the steady state very quickly, we can replace the gating variable with its steady state
function, m∞(V ). The dynamics of the inactivation variable h is described in a similar way to the
activation variable m.
Using currents modeled as discussed above, the current balance equation for the excitable mem-
brane is
Cm
dV
dt
=−∑
ion
Iion−gL(V −EL)− Isyn+ Iapp, (2.9)
where Cm denotes the membrane capacitance (in µF/cm2), Isyn is the synaptic current if present,
gL(V −EL) describes the leak current, and Iapp (in µA/cm2) simulates a current injection that mim-
ics the application of injected current in an experiment.
While the original Hodgkin-Huxley model characterizes voltage-gated ion channels, there are
many types of ion channels that are controlled by factors other than membrane potential, includ-
ing ligand-gated channels, which vary their conductance in response to changes in the intracellular
concentration of some other molecule. The most common signaling molecule is calcium, and a
widely-used simple model for the changes in intracellular calcium concentration assumes that the
concentration increases due to an inward flux of calcium ions through calcium ion channels when
calcium currents are activated and that a linear pumping process through the plasma membrane
removes calcium ions from the cell (Fall et al., 2002). The total calcium in a cell or cellular com-
partment consists of free calcium and calcium bound to a buffer. Thus, the equation that represents
the dynamics of the free calcium concentration [Ca] (in µM) is
d
dt
[Ca] = λ (−αCaICa− r[Ca]), (2.10)
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where λ is the percent of free to bound calcium, αCa converts the ionic current, ICa, to a rate of
change in calcium concentration, and r is the removal rate constant due to calcium pumps. In the
model, the conductance due to calcium dependent channels is modeled as an instantaneous function
of [Ca] using a Hill equation in the standard manner.
2.3 Synapse Models
The synaptic current affects the electrical activity of the postsynaptic cell. As described by Des-
texhe et al. (1994) and Destexhe et al. (1996), faster synaptic currents, such as fast GABAA and
acetylcholine, are in general governed by the equation
I f ast = gsyn[O](V −Esyn), (2.11)
where [O] is the fraction of open channels. Following the arrival of an action potential at the presy-
naptic terminal, neurotransmitter molecules are released into the synaptic cleft. These molecules
are taken to bind to postsynaptic receptors. [O] is calculated according to the equation
d[O]
dt
= α(1− [O])[T ]−β [O], (2.12)
where α and β are the forward and backward rate constants for transmitter binding. [T ] is the
concentration of transmitter and is given by
[T ] =
1
1+ exp[(V −θT )/kT ] , (2.13)
as described by Bazhenov et al. (2001a).
Slower synaptic current receptors have a more complex scheme of activation. The activation of
potassium channels by G proteins is involved in the case of GABAB receptors activation. The slower
inhibitory synaptic current is given by the equation
Islow = gsyn
[G]4
[G]4+K
(V −EK), (2.14)
as described by Destexhe et al. (1994) and Destexhe et al. (1996), where [G] is the concentration of
G proteins determined by the equation
d[G]
dt
= k3[R]− k4[G], (2.15)
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and K is the dissociation rate. Here [R] is the fraction of activated receptors determined by the
equation
d[R]
dt
= k1(1− [R])[T ]− k2[R], (2.16)
and k1, k2, k3, and k4 are kinetic rate constants.
The gap junction synaptic current is described as
Igap = gc(Vpre−Vpost), (2.17)
where gc is the coupling strength, and Vpre and Vpost represent the membrane potentials of the
presynaptic and postsynaptic model cells respectively.
A synaptic mechanism which consists of a postsynaptic conductance which changes as an alpha
function over time is described as
g(t) = gsyn
t− tsp
tpeak
exp(1− t− tsp
tpeak
), (2.18)
where tsp is time of previous spike, and tpeak controls both the decay and rise time.
In the case of depression of a synapse, the synaptic current is multiplied by a scaling factor d,
where d is determined by the equation
d = 1− sdexp(−(t− tsp)
τd
). (2.19)
Here, sd is the decrease in conductance strength, and τd is the time constant for recovery of d due
to a presynaptic event at time tsp.
2.4 Overview of Mathematical Models for Insect Antennal Lobe
Av-Ron and Rospars (1995) describe a conductance based neuron model that describes the behavior
of antennal lobe neurons in the moth Manduca sexta. The model exhibits low-frequency background
activity and bursting activity in response to pheromone stimulation. A slowly activating and inac-
tivating calcium channel provides a depolarizing current for bursting. Disinhibition is shown to be
a feasible network mechanism for triggering the calcium channel, and small neural networks uti-
lizing disinhibition are presented with local neurons intercalated between receptor and projection
neurons. In a later extended study of the same network model Av-Ron and Vibert (1996) conclude
that disinhibition and fast inhibition may be the two mechanisms for coding signal intensity.
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Linster et al. (2005) use a learning rule based neural model of the honeybee antennal lobe to test
how inhibitory interactions in the antennal lobe might be organized. Their simulations show that a
functionally organized inhibitory network best reproduces the input-output function of the antennal
lobe observed with calcium imaging. They conclude that contrast enhancement between odorants
is best achieved when interglomerular inhibition is organized based on glomerular odor response
profiles.
Bazhenov et al. (2001b) create a conductance based model of the locust antennal lobe inter-
actions between excitatory projection neurons and inhibitory local neurons. Coherent network os-
cillations are observed during odor stimulation, and GABAergic interconnections between local
neurons lead to competition among them. The model shows how alternations of the inhibitory drive
can temporally encode sensory information in networks of neurons without precisely tuned intrinsic
oscillatory properties. Using the same model, Bazhenov et al. (2001a) test the hypothesis that slow
inhibitory connections between local neurons and projection neurons are responsible for temporal
patterning. Their simulations show that fast and slow inhibitory mechanisms at synapses between
local neurons and projection neurons form dynamical projection neuron assemblies whose elements
synchronize transiently and oscillate collectively.
Martinez and Montejo (2008) model insect projection neurons as quadratic integrate-and-fire
model neurons, where the local neurons are not modeled explicitly and projection neurons are cou-
pled directly via GABAergic synapses. Their simulations suggest that low inhibition plays a key
role in desynchronizing projection neurons and that depending on the balance between GABAA and
GABAB inputs, particular neurons may either synchronize or desynchronize.
Ito et al. (2009) model Manduca sexta inhibitory local neurons and excitatory projection neu-
rons in the form of difference equations and all intrinsic connections between neurons are random
with 0.5 probabilities. They find that odors evoke oscillatory responses in the moth similarly to the
locust, honeybee, and Drosophila. Inhibitory local neurons regulate the timing of spikes in projec-
tion neurons which is important for producing synchronous oscillations. Oscillation frequency is
constant over a wide range of odor concentrations. Input amplitude determines oscillation frequency
but changing the concentration of odor has little effect upon oscillatory frequency. Oscillation fre-
quency for any odor or concentration is controlled by a small subset of ORNs and PNs that are most
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highly responsive The amplitude of output is mainly determined by the adaptation and saturation of
the peripheral ORNs.
Olsen et al. (2010) present a normalization model of gain control, originally formulated in
the visual system, for describing olfactory processing in the Drosophila antennal lobe. Their two
variable model is used to predict projection neuron odor responses, where feedforward and total
olfactory receptor neuron activity. They show that discrimination by a linear decoder is facilitated
by two complementary transformations. The saturating transformation intrinsic to each processing
channel boosts weak signals, while normalization helps equalize responses to different stimuli.
Proske et al. (2012) describe a feedforward network of the Drosophila antennal lobe input-
output transformation under the assumption that all transformation are linear. Their results show
that connectivity based on randomly constructed networks are superior in separating odor vectors
compared to those base on input correlations, and that a globally inhibited network with homoge-
neous connection weights has the best odor separating performance. Different network types have
contrasting odor separation performance depending on the response profiles of the odorant recep-
tors. Global inhibition is most successful under conditions in which odor representations are evenly
distributed over glomeruli. A moderate level of global inhibition and moderate connection weights
improve odor separation.
Very recently, Rangan (2012) presents a computational network model of the Drosophila anten-
nal lobe to examine the functional role of synaptic depression at the ORN synapses and proposes
two hypotheses linking the information coding properties of the antennal lobe with the network
mechanisms responsible for ORN to antennal lobe synaptic depression. The first hypothesis is that
when stimulation to the ORNs is sufficiently high to saturate glomerular responses, further stimu-
lation of the ORNs increases the regularity of projection neuron spiking activity while maintaining
projection neuron firing rates. The second hypothesis proposes a tradeoff between spike time relia-
bility and coding capacity governed by the relative contribution of vesicle depletion and presynaptic
inhibition to ORN to antennal lobe synaptic depression. Synaptic depression caused primarily by
vesicle depletion will give rise to a very reliable system, whereas an equivalent amount of synaptic
depression caused primarily by presynaptic inhibition will give rise to a less reliable system that is
more sensitive to small shifts in odor stimulations.
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Chapter 3
MATHEMATICAL MODELS FOR DROSOPHILA ANTENNAL LOBE NEURONS
Here we develop realistic minimal conductance based models for the iLN, eLN, and PN, where the
models follow the formalism presented in Section 2.2, and model currents are based on experimental
data from Drosophila neurons (Herrera-Valdez et al., 2012).
All of the computational studies that follow for both single cell models and network models rely
on custom numerical routines written in MATLAB. Systems of differential equations are solved
using MATLAB solver ode15s with relative error tolerance of 1e-6 and absolute error tolerance of
1e-6. ode15s is a variable order solver based on Gear’s method.
3.1 Inhibitory Local Neuron Model
iLN behavior is represented by a two dimensional system of differential equations. The two vari-
ables are the membrane potential ViLN and the recovery variable wiLN , which represents the acti-
vation of the potassium current. There are four types of currents in this model, an inward sodium
current INa, an outward potassium current IK , a leak current IL, and an applied current Iapp which
represents the applied current. Based on studies described in Section 2.1, the minimal model for the
iLN is constructed so that it exhibits regular repetitive firing in the presence of Iapp.
The iLN current balance and recovery differential equations are
Cm
dViLN
dt
=−INa− IK− IL+ Iapp, (3.1)
dwiLN
dt
=
w∞(ViLN)−wiLN
τw(ViLN)
. (3.2)
The time varying currents are
INa = gNam3∞(ViLN)(1−wiLN)(ViLN−ENa), (3.3)
IK = gKiLNw
4
iLN(ViLN−EK) (3.4)
IL = gL(ViLN−EL). (3.5)
Note that inactivation of sodium is expressed using 1-wiLN . The steady state functions are
m∞(ViLN) =
1
1+α2m(ViLN)
, (3.6)
w∞(ViLN) =
1
1+α2w(ViLN)
, (3.7)
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where
αm(ViLN) = exp(
ViLN−θm
km
), (3.8)
αw(ViLN) = exp(
ViLN−θw
kw
), (3.9)
τw(ViLN) =
1
rwcosh(ViLN−θwkτ )
. (3.10)
The parameters of this model are given in Table 3.1. Figure 3.1 Panel A depicts the firing behavior
of the iLN when Iapp = 0.2 nA, where the iLN exhibits regular repetitive firing. Figure 3.1 Panel
B shows the iLN frequency-current (F-I) curve, where the iLN firing frequency increases as the
amount of applied current increases. Figure 3.2 depicts the bifurcation structure of the iLN model
where the parameter Iapp is varied. Note that the iLN model exhibits Type II dynamics, as de-
scribed by Izhikevich (2007), at the transition to repetitive firing. There are two subcritical Hopf
bifurcations at Iapp = 0.083 nA and Iapp = 0.936 nA.
Symbol Parameter value Unit Description
Cm 0.13 µF membrane capacitance
EK −72 mV K+ reversal potential
ENa 55 mV Na+ reversal potential
EL −75 mV L reversal potential
gNa 1.96 mS INa maximal conductance
gL 0.01372 mS L maximal conductance
gKiLN 11.76 mS IK maximal conductance for iLN
θw −44 mV half-activation for b
θm −32 mV half-activation for m
km −30.92 mV activation sensitivity for m
kw −28.34 mV activation sensitivity for b
kτ 28.34 mV activation sensitivity for τ
rw 0.1 1/ms basal rate for b
ECa 124 mV Ca2+ reversal potential
θCa −10 mV half-activation for n
gCa 20 mS ICa maximal conductance
gKCa 0.03 mS IKCa maximal conductance
αCa 0.00005 Ca conversion rate
r 0.01 Ca removal rate
kCa −8.467 mV activation sensitivity for n
gKPN 10.78 mS IK maximal conductance for PN
Table 3.1: Parameter values for iLN, eLN, and PN cell models.
3.2 Excitatory Local Neuron Model
Based on experimental studies described in Section 2.1, the minimal model for the eLN model
should exhibit bursting for some values of Iapp. Therefore, we add a calcium current and a cal-
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Figure 3.1: iLN firing behavior. Panel A: iLN membrane potential when a constant current, Iapp =
0.2 nA, is applied. The iLN exhibits regular repetitive firing. Panel B: iLN F-I Curve. The iLN
firing frequency increases as the amount of applied current increases.
cium dependent potassium current to the model presented in Section 3.1. The eLN current balance
equation is
Cm
dVeLN
dt
=−INa− IK− ICa− IKCa− IL+ Iapp. (3.11)
The sodium, potassium, and leak currents as well as the recovery equation are the same as in the
iLN model. The added calcium and calcium dependent potassium currents are represented by
ICa = gCan2∞(1−weLN)(VeLN−ECa), (3.12)
IKCa = gKCa
[Ca]
0.04+[Ca]
(VeLN−EK), (3.13)
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Figure 3.2: iLN model bifurcation diagram. The iLN model exhibits Type II behavior at the tran-
sition to repetitive firing. The solid region of the steady state curve depicts stable states and the
dashed region is unstable. Note the regions of bistability. Filled circles represent stable periodic
orbits and open circles are unstable. There are two subcritical Hopf bifurcations at Iapp=0.083 nA
and Iapp=0.936 nA.
where
wCa∞(VeLN) =
1
1+ exp(VeLN−θCakCa )
, (3.14)
d[Ca]
dt
=−αCaICa− r[Ca]. (3.15)
The additional parameters associated with the eLN model are also shown in Table 3.1. Figure 3.3
Panel A depicts the firing behavior of the eLN when Iapp = 0.2 nA, Panel B depicts the calcium
dynamics, and Panel C depicts the time course of the calcium dependent potassium current. The
eLN exhibits bursting for low values of Iapp. The calcium channel is activated for the duration
of the burst. The intracellular calcium concentration increases during the burst, resulting in an
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outward calcium dependent potassium current, and upon sufficient activation, repetitive firing can’t
be sustained and the quiescence phase commences. During quiescence, calcium is removed, closing
the calcium dependent potassium channels, and upon sufficient removal of calcium and closing of
calcium dependent potassium channels, bursting occurs again. Figure 3.4 Panel A depicts the firing
behavior of the eLN when Iapp= 0.3 nA, Panel B depicts the calcium dynamics, and Panel C depicts
the time course of the calcium dependent potassium current. The eLN exhibits repetitive firing
for higher values of Iapp, where the calcium and calcium dependent potassium channels remain
activated, but the hyperpolarizing current is not large enough to cause quiescence in the presence of
this stronger depolarization. Figure 3.5 depicts the eLN phase space diagram in three dimensions
for Iapp = 0.2 nA and Iapp = 0.3 nA.
3.3 Projection Neuron Model
The PN model is almost identical to the iLN model where the only change is in the value of the
maximal conductance of potassium current, which is also included in Table 3.1. Based on studies
described in Section 2.1, the minimal model for the PN exhibits regular repetitive firing but of higher
frequency than the iLN. Figure 3.6 Panel A depicts the firing behavior of the PN for Iapp = 0.2 nA.
Figure 3.7 panel B shows the PN F-I curve, where the PN firing frequency increases as the amount
of applied current increases. Figure 3.7 depicts a bifurcation diagram for the PN model where Iapp
is treated as the bifurcation parameter. Note that the PN model exhibits Type II dynamics at the
transition to repetitive firing. There are two subcritical Hopf bifurcations at Iapp = 0.036 nA and
Iapp = 1.432 nA.
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Figure 3.3: eLN firing behavior and calcium concentration. Panel A: eLN membrane potential when
Iapp = 0.2 nA. The eLN exhibits bursting for low values of Iapp. Panel B: The intracellular calcium
concentration increases during the burst which eventually brings about the quiescence phase. Dur-
ing quiescence calcium is removed and upon sufficient removal, bursting occurs again. Panel C:
Calcium dependent potassium current. During firing, the increase in intracellular calcium turns on
IKCa, upon sufficient activation, the active phase terminates. During quiescence, the decrease in
intracellular calcium concentration closes potassium dependent calcium channels. Firing resumes
when enough KCa channels are closed.
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Figure 3.4: eLN firing behavior and calcium concentration. Panel A: eLN membrane potential
when Iapp = 0.3 nA. The eLN exhibits repetitive firing for higher values of Iapp. Panel B: Calcium
dynamics. In the presence of enough applied current, calcium channels remain activated. Panel C:
Calcium dependent potassium current. In the presence of enough applied current, calcium depen-
dent potassium channels remain activated, but does not cause quiescence.
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Figure 3.5: eLN model phase space diagram in three dimensions. Panel A: Iapp = 0.2 nA. The eLN
exhibits bursting for low values of Iapp. The calcium channel is activated for the duration of the burst
so that intracellular calcium concentration increases during the burst. During quiescence, calcium
is removed, closing the calcium dependent potassium channels, and upon sufficient removal of
calcium bursting occurs again. Panel B: Iapp = 0.3 nA. The eLN exhibits repetitive firing for higher
values of Iapp. Calcium channels remain activated.
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Figure 3.6: PN firing behavior. Panel A: PN membrane potential for Iapp = 0.2 nA. The PN exhibits
regular repetitive firing but of higher frequency than the iLN. Panel B: PN F-I Curve. The PN firing
frequency increases as the amount of applied current increases.
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Figure 3.7: PN model bifurcation diagram. The PN model exhibits Type II dynamics at the tran-
sition to repetitive firing. The solid region of the steady state curve depicts stable states and the
dashed region is unstable. Note the regions of bistability. Filled circles represent stable periodic
orbits and open circles are unstable. There are two subcritical Hopf bifurcations at Iapp = 0.0036
nA and Iapp = 1.423 nA.
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Chapter 4
DROSOPHILA ANTENNAL LOBE NETWORK MODELS
4.1 Summary of Antennal Lobe Connectivities
Recall from Chapter 2 that around 2500 ORNs innervate Drosophila’s antennae and maxillary palps.
There are about 50 glomeruli in each hemisphere, and each glomerulus is innervated by an average
of three PNs. Each antennal lobe contains about 200 local neurons, most of which are inhibitory and
innervate many glomeruli. Each ORN expresses one or occasionally two odorant receptor genes,
and all the ORNs that express the same olfactory receptor gene project to the same glomerulus
(Vosshall et al., 2000). The ORN synapse onto the PN is quite strong and reliable (Kazama and
Wilson, 2008), and each PN of a glomerulus receives convergent input from all ORNs’ axons, about
50, that are in that glomerulus (Stocker, 1994). ORNs also synapse onto eLNs and iLNs (Huang
et al., 2010; Yaksi and Wilson, 2010; Wilson, 2011). PNs and eLNs are known to be cholinergic
(ACh) while iLNs are GABAergic (GABAA and GABAB). PNs in the same glomerulus are usually
coupled by mixed chemical-electrical connections (Yaksi and Wilson, 2010). eLNs and PNs are
connected via gap junctions, where the coupling coefficient from eLN to PN is larger than that of
the reciprocal PN to eLN connection. Projections from PNs to eLNs are predominantly mediated
by chemical synapses (Huang et al., 2010; Yaksi and Wilson, 2010), where each eLN is connected
to every PN (Huang et al., 2010; Yaksi and Wilson, 2010). eLNs also are reciprocally connected,
and these connections might happen via gap junctions (Huang et al., 2010). One study demonstrates
that iLNs can release GABA onto eLNs and that eLN to iLN synapses are largely cholinergic but
have an electric component (Yaksi and Wilson, 2010). However, another study (Huang et al., 2010)
states that connections between eLNs and iLNs are rare. The major locus of lateral inhibition in
the Drosophila antennal lobe is presynaptic, not postsynaptic; that is, iLNs inhibit the ORN-PN
connections (Olsen and Wilson, 2008). However, iLNs can inhibit PNs (Yaksi and Wilson, 2010),
and PNs excite iLNs (Huang et al., 2010). Table 4.1 summarizes these connections.
4.2 Input for the Network Model
As mentioned in Section 2.1, Bhandawat et al. (2007) perform electrophysiological recordings from
Drosophila olfactory receptor neurons and projection neurons. An odor stimulus is presented in
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Source Target Synapse Weight Reference
eLN ACh gap Huang et al. (2010), Yaksi and
Wilson (2010)
PN iLN ACh always Huang et al. (2010)
PN ACh gap Yaksi and Wilson (2010))
PN gap stronger than PN to
eLN
Huang et al. (2010), Yaksi and
Wilson (2010)
eLN iLN ACh gap always but mainly
chemical or rare
Huang et al. (2010), Yaksi and
Wilson (2010)
eLN gap most likely Huang et al. (2010)
eLN GABAA
GABAB
gap
inhibition or rare
inhibition or rare gap
Huang et al. (2010), Yaksi and
Wilson (2010)
iLN ORN GABAA
GABAB
major locus of
inhibition
Olsen and Wilson (2008)
PN GABAA
GABAB
weak Wilson (2011)
ORN
eLN most likely Huang et al. (2010), Yaksi and
Wilson (2010)
PN ACh always and strong Kazama and Wilson (2008)
iLN most likely Wilson (2011)
Table 4.1: Summary of network model connectivities.
multiple trials while recording from the same cells. Spike counts are quantified for ORNs and PNs,
and response profiles are obtained for different odors from seven ORN types and seven PN types
corresponding to the same glomeruli. These response profiles include peri-stimulus time histograms
for each odor and glomerulus, averaged across representations of a particular odor stimulus lasting
500 ms. In addition, responses are given where they are averaged over the entire 500 ms odor
stimulus.
Many mathematical models express input from the ORNs as a constant current (Av-Ron and
Rospars, 1995; Bazhenov et al., 2001b; Martinez and Montejo, 2008). Here, we model input from
ORNs in a more realistic way using Poisson spike trains, where driving rates for the input from
ORNs are derived from the experimental data described by Bhandawat et al. (2007). Procedures
described by Dayan and Abbott (2001) are used to generate the Poisson spike times, where the
Poisson process is modeled such that the firing rate is time dependent and has an absolute refractory
period of 3 ms. The driving spike rates for spontaneous activity and for each odor come from
experimental data (Bhandawat et al. (2007), Supplementary Figure 2). These rates vary for different
odors and different glomeruli. As an example, Figure 4.1 depicts model ORN responses during odor
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presentation and spontaneous activity as Poisson spike trains for the odor benzaldehyde. These
model olfactory receptor neuron responses provide inputs to seven different glomeruli (DL1, DM1,
DM2, DM3, DM4, VA2, and VM2). Simulations are shown for one trial, where the odor stimulus
is presented from 500 ms to 1000 ms.
Figure 4.1: Spike times generated for model ORNs during odor and spontaneous activity. Figure
depicts Poisson spike trains for the odor benzaldehyde corresponding to seven different glomeruli
indicated by the vertical labels. The driving spike rates are described by Bhandawat et al. (2007).
Simulations are shown for one trial, where the odor stimulus is presented from 500 ms to 1000 ms.
In order to compare simulations with the experimental literature, we generate Poisson spike
trains to represent input from olfactory receptor neurons, where ten trials are run for four different
odors (benzaldehyde, butyric acid, 1-butanol, and cyclohexanone). In this case we can examine
average firing rates across trials for the model. Figure 4.2 depicts the averages of firing rates across
ten trials for model olfactory receptor neurons associated with seven different glomeruli for the odor
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benzaldehyde. Odor stimulus is presented from 500 ms to 1000 ms. Compare to Bhandawat et al.
(2007), Supplementary Figure 2.
4.3 Synaptic Depression
Kazama and Wilson (2008) emphasize the importance of depression at the ORN-PN synapses,
therefore we include this mechanism in the network, which is described in Section 2.3. Parameter
values for this synapse model are provided in Table 4.2. Figure 4.3 depicts the time course of the
postsynaptic conductance for depression at the ORN-PN synapse for the odor benzaldehyde corre-
sponding to glomerulus DL1. When the presynaptic input neuron creates an action potential, the
resulting postsynaptic conductance decreases with each spike and recovers between spikes. Thus,
the ORN-PN synapse becomes less effective during high frequency stimulation.
Recall that ORN to PN synaptic connections are strong and reliable (Wilson, 2011). First,
we examine ORN-PN drive in our model with no additional network connections. Each model
glomerulus is represented by a single model PN. The ORN-PN synaptic conductance is modeled
with an alpha function as described in Section 2.3. Parameter values for this synapse model are
provided in Table 4.2. Computational studies are performed with only ORN-PN connections. Figure
4.4 depicts the average of firing rates across ten trials for ORN and PN models (black and blue
curves, respectively). Simulations are shown for the odor benzaldehyde in seven different glomeruli.
These results and similar results for other odors (not shown) demonstrate that in the model, weak
ORN odor responses are amplified in PNs as seen in panels (b), (c), and (g) in Figure 4.4. In
contrast, very strong ORN odor model responses are not amplified as much in PNs as seen in panel
(a). This is consistent with experimental studies by Kazama and Wilson (2008).
We also perform computational studies for seven glomeruli with synaptic depression at the
ORN-PN synapse. The red curves in Figure 4.4 depict the averages of firing rates across ten trials
for PN models with synaptic depression at the ORN-PN synapse. Simulations are shown for the
odor benzaldehyde in seven different glomeruli. During odor stimulus, PNa fire at lower frequencies
due to synaptic depression. For the parameter values for synaptic depression associated with these
results, depression at the ORN-PN synapse is seen for even relatively weak ORN stimuli which may
not be realistic.
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4.4 Network Model
In an effort to build a realistic minimal network model of the Drosophila antennal lobe, we describe
a network model composed of iLNs, eLNs, and PNs, with the synaptic connections among cell
types motivated by experimental studies that are summarized in Table 4.1.
As described in Section 2.1, PNs in the same glomerulus are coupled by mixed chemical-
electrical connections. The interaction function is used to determine the phase-locking behavior
of two weakly coupled neuronal oscillators. Figure 4.5 depicts the computed interaction function
of the PN in the presence of ACh mediated synaptic connections and gap junctions. For two weakly
coupled identical PNs, there is one synchronous steady state that is stable and one anti-phase steady
state that is unstable. Therefore, as a simplification, we choose to model the population of PNs of
the same glomerulus with one representative PN.
We model seven glomeruli, where each glomerulus is associated with one PN, one iLNs and
one eLN. eLN, iLN, PN, and synaptic models used for the network model are described in Chapter
3 and Section 2.3. When we include synaptic inputs, the current balance equations for the PN, iLN,
and eLN in the Drosophila antennal lobe network model become
Cm
dVPN j
dt
= −INa − IK − IL −
n
∑
k=1
Igap eLNk −
n
∑
k=1
IGABAA iLNk −
n
∑
k=1
IGABAB iLNk − IORN , (4.1)
Cm
dViLN j
dt
= −INa − IK − IL −
n
∑
k=1
Igap eLNk −
n
∑
k=1
IACh eLNk −
n
∑
k=1
IACh PNk − IORN , (4.2)
Cm
dVeLN j
dt
=−INa− IK− ICa− IKCa− IL−
n
∑
s=1
Igap eLNs−
n
∑
k=1
IACh PNk −
n
∑
k=1
Igap PNk
−
n
∑
k=1
IGABAA iLNk −
n
∑
k=1
IGABAB iLNk −
n
∑
k=1
Igap iLNk − IORN , (4.3)
where j is the cell number, n is the number of glomeruli in the network, and s 6= j. Here, IORN is
determined by the Poisson spike train input as described in Section 4.2. This current also includes
the synaptic depression mechanism described in Section 4.3. Since we model a glomerulus with
one PN, we do not include the PN to PN connections because these connections only exist among
PNs of the same glomerulus. As mentioned in Section 2.1, experimental results show that direct
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inhibition of PNs from iLNs is present but this inhibition is mostly presynaptic. However, here
the presynaptic inhibition of the ORN to PN connection is modeled as inhibition of PN from iLN
in the standard way as described in equations 2.11-2.16. Parameter values for the network model
are provided in Table 3.1 and Table 4.2. Figure 4.6 provides a schematic for connectivity for two
glomeruli in the network model.
Symbol Parameter value Unit Description
αGABAA 10 1/ms GABAA forward rate constant
βGABAA 0.16 1/ms GABAB backward rate constant
αACh 10 1/ms ACh forward rate constant
βACh 0.2 1/ms ACh forward rate constant
θT −20 mV half activation for ACh and GABA
kT −1.5 mV activation sensitivity for ACh and GABA
EGABAA −90 mV GABAA reversal potential
EGABAB −95 mV GABAB reversal potential
EACh 0 mV ACh reversal potential
K 100 µM4 dissociation rate
k1 0.5 1/ms kinetic rate constant
k2 0.0013 1/ms kinetic rate constant
k3 0.1 1/ms kinetic rate constant
k4 0.033 1/ms kinetic rate constant
gAChPN eLN 0.0008 mS PN to eLN max ACh conductance
gAChPN iLN 0.0001 mS PN to iLN max ACh conductance
gACheLN iLN 0.00001 mS eLN to iLN max ACh conductance
gGABAAiLN eLN 0.00001 mS iLN to eLN max GABAA conductance
gGABABiLN eLN 0.00001 mS iLN to eLN max GABAB conductance
gGABAAiLN PN 0.21 mS iLN to PN max GABAA conductance
gGABABiLN PN 0.21 mS iLN to PN max GABAB conductance
ggapPN eLN 0.1 mS eLN-PN coupling strength
ggapeLN iLN 0.0001 mS eLN-iLN coupling strength
ggapeLN 0.0008 mS eLN-eLN coupling strength
sd 0.08 mV ORN-PN decrease in conductance strength
τdep 100 mS ORN-PN synaptic decay constant
gpeak ORN 0.311 mS ORN synaptic strength
tpeak ORN 8 mS activation sensitivity for ORN synapse
EORN 30 mV ORN synaptic reversal potential
Table 4.2: Synaptic parameter values for the network model.
4.5 Network Model Synapses
As described in Section 2.1, the main three types of chemical synapses responsible for the trans-
mission of information among the Drosophila antennal lobe neurons are acetylcholine (ACh) and
gamma Aminobutyric acid (fast GABAA and slow GABAB). The chemical synapse models used in
our network model are described in Section 2.3. ACh and fast GABAA synapses are modeled us-
ing equations 2.11 - 2.13. Slow GABAB synapses are modeled using equations 2.13 - 2.16. The
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inhibitory postsynaptic conductance (IPSC) for fast GABAA synapse in a PN due to a presynaptic
action potential in an iLN at time 447.96 ms and the excitatory postsynaptic conductance (EPSC)
for ACh synapse in an iLN due to a presynaptic action potential in a PN at time 448.52 ms are
depicted in Figure 4.7 Panel A and Panel B, respectively. At ACh excitatory synapses, generation
of an excitatory postsynaptic current, which is a depolarizing current, causes an increase in mem-
brane potential, while, for fast GABAA inhibitory synapses, generation of an inhibitory postsynaptic
current (IPSC), which is a hyperpolarizing current, causes a decrease in membrane potential. The
IPSC in an eLN due to an iLN input is similar to the IPSC in a PN due to an iLN because the time
constant of the GABAA synapse is the same. The EPSC in an eLN due to a PN, a PN due to a PN, or
an iLN due to an eLN are all similar to the EPSC in an iLN due to a PN because the time constant of
the ACh synapse is the same. Electrical synapse models follow the formalism described in equation
2.18.
4.6 Network Results for Inhibitory Local Neurons
As described in Section 4.4, iLNs can inhibit PNs (Yaksi and Wilson, 2010), and PNs excite iLNs
(Huang et al., 2010). Therefore, we examine the role of iLNs in shaping PN output. Note that
many local neurons innervate most or all glomeruli (Wilson, 2011). Experimental studies show that
there is a uniform global lateral inhibition in the Drosophila antennal lobe (Silbering and Galizia,
2007). We begin by considering a situation where each glomerulus is associated with one iLN
innervating all glomeruli with the same synaptic strength. Computational studies are performed
for seven glomeruli with iLNs with these homogeneous connections. The blue curves in Figure
4.8 depict averages of firing rates across ten simulated trials for PN model outputs for the odor
benzaldehyde. Note that these results and results for other odors (not shown) demonstrate that in
the model network iLNs spread inhibition among all glomeruli and for all odors. PN responses are
decreased relatively uniformly. This is what we would expect because our connection strengths are
homogeneous.
4.7 Network Results for Excitatory Local Neurons
Following the experimentally observed connectivity patterns described in Section 4.4, we include
eLNs in our network model, and investigate their role in shaping glomeruli output. Experimen-
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tal studies show that lateral excitatory connections are spatially widespread and homogeneous in
strength (Wilson, 2007). We consider a situation where each glomerulus is associated with one eLN
innervating all glomeruli with the same synaptic strength. Computational studies are performed for
seven different glomeruli with eLN connections for four different odors. The red curves in Figures
4.9, 4.10, 4.11, and 4.12 depict averages of firing rates across ten simulated trials for PN model
outputs for those four different odors. Note that eLNs spread excitation among all glomeruli and
for all odors. For example, looking at panel (d) across all figures, although glomerulus DM3 does
not receive any significant ORN input, we see a PN response. For relatively low total levels of ORN
input, as seen in Figure 4.12, the spread of excitation is mostly uniform across glomeruli. This is
what we would expect because our connection strengths are homogeneous. However, when total
ORN activity for an odor is relatively high, as seen in Figure 4.11, responses across glomeruli differ.
We also average olfactory receptor neuron and projection neuron model responses over the
entire 500 ms stimulus of each odor and glomerulus, as shown in Figure 4.13. The blue bars depict
olfactory receptor input and the brown bars depict PN responses. Although connectivities have not
been optimized for modeling specific odor outputs, we do see patterns of activity that are similar
to results in Bhandawat et al. (2007), Supplementary Figure 2. Due to homogeneous connections,
eLNs are unable to recruit stronger inhibition that is localized. Here, inhibition is global so we can
not make it too strong without shutting off all responses. Clearly, heterogeneous connections are
needed. Figure 4.14 provides a summary of these results, where for each glomerulus and odor, we
plot the PN (output) firing frequency versus the ORN (input) firing frequency. PN output frequency
goes up with ORN frequency, but we would expect stronger gain at low frequencies, suggesting
a need for multiple ORN spike train inputs per glomerulus. Also, synaptic depression must be
optimized to function only at higher frequencies.
In order to look at the roles of intraglomerular versus interglomerular connections, we consider
the network with only intraglomerular connections, where lateral connections between glomeruli
are silenced. Computational studies are performed for all seven glomeruli for the odor benzalde-
hyde. The blue curves in Figure 4.9 depict averages of firing rates across ten simulated trials for
projection neuron outputs with intraglomerular connections only. In the absence of interglomerular
inhibition and excitation and for high levels of olfactory receptor neuron input, in most cases, loss
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of lateral inhibition is seen, as in panels (a) and (g) of Figure 4.9. However, for all levels of olfactory
receptor neuron input, loss of spread of excitation is seen in all panels of Figure 4.9.
4.8 Principal Component Analysis
Due to the large number of variables and therefore high dimensional data for model results, we
perform principal component analysis (PCA) on PN output. PCA is used for dimensionality reduc-
tion to project data on to a space with less dimensions while minimizing the mean-square error of
the distance between the original vectors and their projections on to the principal components. To
perform PCA, first we determine the firing rates in Hz of each PN for a particular odor sampling,
every 10 ms over the course of a simulation. The size of the data matrix generated is nxm where n
is the number of glomeruli and m is the number of time samples. To project the odor responses into
a three dimensional space to visualize the temporal evolution of simulation results, we calculate
the covariance of the matrix, sort the eigenvalues, and chose the first three eigenvectors as princi-
pal components for the PCA (Jolliffe, 2002). The curves in Figure 4.15 depict how much of the
variance each of these dimensions captures for the network models with only iLNs and with both
iLNs and eLNs. In both cases, the first principal components contribution is about 81 percent, the
second principal components contribution is about 10 percent, and the third principal components
contribution is about five percent. The total contribution of these three components is about 96 per-
cent which is significant for analysis. The black and red curves in Figure 4.16 depict the projections
of seven different glomeruli responses with only iLNs and with both iLNs and eLNs, respectively,
for odors benzaldehyde, 1-butanol, cyclohexanone, and butyric acid. Note the different temporal
patterns across different glomeruli for different odors in the network models with only iLNs and
with both types of LNs. Across all panels in Figure 4.16, we observe a rapid divergence from back-
ground spontaneous activity to form a transient during odor evoked activity, and following the odor
offset the activity returns to the background spontaneous activity. Also, note the presence of longer
transients in the network model with only iLNs compared to the network model when adding eLNs.
These results suggest that eLNs decrease the ability of the network to discriminate among single
odors.
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(a) DL1 (b) DM1
(c) DM2 (d) DM3
(e) DM4 (f) VA2
(g) VM2
Figure 4.2: Averages of firing rates across ten trials for model ORNs. Odor stimulus is presented
from 500 ms to 1000 ms. Poisson firing rates are based on data for the odor benzaldehyde for ORNs
associated with seven different glomeruli. Compare to Bhandawat et al. (2007), Supplementary
Figure 2.
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Figure 4.3: Depression at the ORN-PN synapse for the odor benzaldehyde corresponding to
glomerulus DL1. Panel A: ORN input. Panel B: Fraction of synaptic strength remaining. Panel
C: Post-synaptic conductance. When the presynaptic input comes from a spike, the postsynaptic
conductance decreases with each spike and recovers between spikes. The ORN-PN synapse be-
comes less effective during high frequency stimulation.
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(a) DL1 (b) DM1
(c) DM2 (d) DM3
(e) DM4 (f) VA2
(g) VM2
Figure 4.4: Averages of firing rates across ten trials for ORN and PN models. Odor stimulus is
presented from 500 ms to 1000 ms. Poisson firing rates are based on data for the odor benzaldehyde
for ORNs corresponding to seven different glomeruli. The black curves depict ORN responses,
the blue curves depict PN responses with only ORN-PN connections, and the red curves depict PN
responses with synaptic depression at the ORN-PN synapse.
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Figure 4.5: PN interaction function in the presence of ACh and gap junction. For two weakly
coupled identical PNs, there is one synchronous steady state that is stable and one anti-phase steady
state that is unstable.
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iLN
eLN
PN
 1
ORN
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PN
 2
ORN
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G1 G2
Figure 4.6: All possible connectivities in the Drosophila antennal lobe between two glomeruli based
on the literature summarized in Table 4.1. Boxes represent populations of neurons of each type.
Black arrows are input from ORNs, filled circles are inhibitory chemical synapses, open circles are
excitatory cholinergic connections, resistors are gap junctions, and red arrows are output from the
PNs. ORNs that express the same olfactory receptor gene project to the same glomerulus, while
local neurons innervate multiple glomeruli and interconnect glomeruli.
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Figure 4.7: Postsynaptic Conductances. Panel A: Inhibitory postsynaptic conductance for fast
GABAA synapse in a PN due to a presynaptic action potential in an iLN at time 447.96 ms. Panel B:
Excitatory postsynaptic conductance for ACh synapse in an iLN due to a presynaptic action potential
in a PN at time 448.52 ms.
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(a) DL1 (b) DM1
(c) DM2 (d) DM3
(e) DM4 (f) VA2
(g) VM2
Figure 4.8: Averages of firing rates across ten trials for model ORNs and PNs. Odor stimulus is
presented from 500 ms to 1000 ms. Poisson firing rates are based on data for the odor benzaldehyde
for ORNs associated with seven different glomeruli. The black curves depict ORN responses, the
red curves depict PN responses with synaptic depression at the ORN-PN synapse, and the blue
curves depict depict PN responses with iLNs.
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(a) DL1 (b) DM1
(c) DM2 (d) DM3
(e) DM4 (f) VA2
(g) VM2
Figure 4.9: Averages of firing rates across ten trials for model ORNs and PNs. Odor stimulus is
presented from 500 ms to 1000 ms. Poisson firing rates are based on data for the odor benzaldehyde
for ORNs associated with seven different glomeruli. The black curves depict ORN responses, the
blue curves depict PN responses with only intraglomerular connections and no lateral connections,
and the red curves depict PN responses with eLNs.
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(a) DL1 (b) DM1
(c) DM2 (d) DM3
(e) DM4 (f) VA2
(g) VM2
Figure 4.10: Averages of firing rates across ten trials for model ORNs and PNs. Odor stimulus is
presented from 500 ms to 1000 ms. Poisson firing rates are based on data for the odor 1-butanol for
ORNs associated with seven different glomeruli. The black curves depict ORN responses and the
red curves depict PN responses with eLNs.
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(a) DL1 (b) DM1
(c) DM2 (d) DM3
(e) DM4 (f) VA2
(g) VM2
Figure 4.11: Averages of firing rates across ten trials for model ORNs and PNs. Odor stimulus is
presented from 500 ms to 1000 ms. Poisson firing rates are based on data for the odor butyric acid
for ORNs associated with seven different glomeruli. The black curves depict ORN responses and
the red curves depict PN responses with eLNs.
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(a) DL1 (b) DM1
(c) DM2 (d) DM3
(e) DM4 (f) VA2
(g) VM2
Figure 4.12: Averages of firing rates across ten trials for model ORNs and PNs. Odor stimulus is
presented from 500 ms to 1000 ms. Poisson firing rates are based on data for the odor cyclohexanone
for ORNs associated with seven different glomeruli. The black curves depict ORN responses and
the red curves depict PN responses with eLNs.
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Figure 4.13: ORN vs. PN Responses with eLNs for each glomerulus and each odor. Averages of
firing rates across ten simulated trials for ORN Poisson spike trains input and numerically computed
PN outputs for four odors. Responses are averaged over the entire 500 ms stimulus of the odor. The
blue bars depict ORN input and the brown bars depict PN responses.
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Figure 4.14: Average ORN and PN model responses over the entire 500 ms stimulus of each odor
and glomerulus. Plotted is the PN (output) firing frequency versus the ORN (input) firing frequency.
PN output frequency goes up with ORN frequency.
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(a) With iLNs
(b) With eLNs
Figure 4.15: Variance of each of the dimensions for the network models with only iLNs and with
eLNs. In both cases, the contribution of the first principal component is about 81 percent, the
contribution of the second principal component is about 10 percent, and the contribution of the
third principal component is about five percent. The total contribution of these three components is
about 96 percent which is significant for analysis.
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(a) Benzaldehyde (b) 1-Butanol
(c) Cyclohexanone (d) Butyric Acid
Figure 4.16: Temporal evolution of PN responses for different odors across PCA space. The black
and red curves depict the projections of seven different glomeruli responses with only iLNs and
with both iLNs and eLNs, respectively. The four panels show results for odors (a) benzaldehyde,
(b) 1-butanol, (c) cyclohexanone, and (d) butyric acid to the dimensions of the first three principal
components. During spontaneous activity before the odor is presented, the changes in the PCA
values over time remain localized. Note that trajectories depict a rapid divergence from background
spontaneous activity to form a transient during odor evoked activity, and then following the odor
offset, the activity returns to the background spontaneous activity. Also, note the presence of longer
transients in the network model with only iLNs compared to the network model when adding eLNs.
These results suggest that eLNs decrease the ability of the network to discriminate among single
odors.
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Chapter 5
DISCUSSION
Both intraglomerular and interglomerular connections contribute to the complex network structure
of the antennal lobe, where odors are represented by spatiotemporal patterns of activity that are
similar across individuals. For an odor response, the range and temporal patterns of activity for
the projection neurons innervating a glomerulus are different from those of the olfactory receptor
neurons terminating in the same glomerulus. Different views exist of how circuits of the Drosophila
antennal lobe translate input from the olfactory receptor neurons into projection neuron output.
We construct a minimal conductance based neuronal network model of the fruit fly antennal
lobe and explore possible interactions within the antennal lobe that can account for the variety of
projection neuron activity observed in experimental data. In these studies, we are not trying to
simply replicate specific experimental projection neuron output, but instead we explore possible
outputs obtained due to olfactory receptor neuron input that mimics experimental recordings under
different connectivity paradigms.
First, we develop biologically realistic minimal cell models for the excitatory local neurons,
inhibitory local neurons, and projections neurons, where model currents are based on experimental
data from Drosophila neurons similar to Herrera-Valdez et al. (2012). The inhibitory local neuron
and excitatory projection neuron single cell models exhibit Type II dynamics at the transition to
repetitive firing. The inhibitory local neuron model exhibits regular repetitive firing in the presence
of applied current, and the projection neuron model exhibits repetitive firing but of higher frequency
than the inhibitory local neuron in the presence of applied current. The excitatory local neuron
exhibits bursting in the presence of low values of applied current and repetitive firing for higher
applied current values.
We also model input from olfactory receptor neurons in a more realistic way than many previous
studies by representing olfactory receptor neuron input as Poisson spike trains. The Poisson process
is modeled such that the firing rate is time dependent and has an absolute refractory period. The
driving rate values are derived from experimental data from Drosophila olfactory receptor neuron
responses to odors by Bhandawat et al. (2007). We generate Poisson spike trains to represent input
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from olfactory receptor neurons, where ten trials are run for four different odors (benzaldehyde,
butyric acid, 1-butanol, and cyclohexanone). These model olfactory receptor neuron responses
represent inputs to seven different glomeruli (DL1, DM1, DM2, DM3, DM4, VA2, and VM2).
Olfactory receptor neuron to projection neuron synaptic connections are strong and reliable
(Wilson, 2011). First, we examine olfactory receptor neuron to projection neuron drive with no
additional network connections, where each model glomerulus is represented by a single model
projection neuron. Our simulation results show that in the model, weak olfactory receptor neu-
ron odor responses are amplified in projection neurons. In contrast, very strong olfactory receptor
neuron odor model responses are not amplified as much in projection neurons. This is consistent
with experimental studies by Kazama and Wilson (2008). Next, we perform computational studies
with synaptic depression at the olfactory receptor neuron to projection neuron synapse, which may
contribute to the nonlinear transformation of olfactory receptor neuron input to projection neuron
output (Kazama and Wilson, 2008). Our simulation results show that during odor stimulus, projec-
tion neurons fire at lower frequencies. For the parameter values for synaptic depression associated
with these results, depression at the ORN-PN synapse is seen for even relatively weak olfactory
receptor neuron stimuli which may not be realistic. This suggests that our parameter sd plays a
critical role in determining network output.
As a first step in building a realistic minimal network model of the Drosophila antennal lobe,
we describe a network model composed of inhibitory local neurons, excitatory local neurons, and
projection neurons, with the synaptic connections among cell types motivated by experimental stud-
ies. We model seven glomeruli, where each glomerulus is associated with one projection neuron,
one inhibitory local neuron, and one excitatory local neuron. Here, the synapse models include
mechanisms of chemical synapses and gap junctions.
Many local neurons innervate most or all glomeruli (Wilson, 2011). Experimental studies show
that there is a uniform global lateral inhibition in the Drosophila antennal lobe (Silbering and Gal-
izia, 2007). We examine the role of this global network of inhibitory local neurons in shaping
projection neuron output. We perform computational studies for a situation where each glomeru-
lus is associated with one inhibitory local neuron innervating all glomeruli with the same synaptic
strength. Our simulation results show that inhibitory local neurons spread inhibition among all
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glomeruli and for all odors. Projection neuron responses are decreased relatively uniformly. This is
what we would expect because our connection strengths are homogeneous.
Lateral excitatory connections are spatially widespread and homogeneous in strength (Wilson,
2007). We investigate the role of excitatory local neurons in our network model in shaping glomeruli
output. We perform computational studies for a situation where each glomerulus is associated
with one excitatory local neuron innervating all glomeruli with the same synaptic strength. Our
simulation results show that excitatory local neurons spread excitation among all glomeruli and for
all odors. For relatively low total levels of olfactory receptor neuron input, the spread of excitation
is mostly uniform across glomeruli. This is what we would expect because our connection strengths
are homogeneous. However, when total olfactory receptor neuron activity for an odor is relatively
high, responses across glomeruli differ. Due to homogeneous connections, the excitatory local
neurons are unable to recruit stronger inhibition that is localized. This suggests that heterogeneous
connections are needed to obtain more realistic output.
We perform computational studies for a situation with only intraglomerular connections, where
lateral connections are silenced, and examine the roles of intraglomerular versus interglomerular
connections. Our simulation results show that in the absence of interglomerular inhibition and exci-
tation and for high levels of olfactory receptor neuron input, in most cases, loss of lateral inhibition
is seen. However, for all levels of olfactory receptor neuron input, loss of spread of excitation is
observed.
Finally, we perform principal component analysis to examine the temporal evolution of the
PN responses to different odors for the network models with only iLNs and with eLNs. The total
contribution of the first three principal components is about 96 percent which is significant for
analysis. We observe a rapid divergence from background spontaneous activity to form a transient
during odor evoked activity, and following the odor offset the activity returns to the background
spontaneous activity. Also, we observe longer transients in the network model with only iLNs
compared to the network model when adding eLNs. These results suggest that excitatory local
neurons decrease the ability of the network to discriminate among single odors.
There are several obvious simplifications in these network models that make it difficult to pro-
duce realistic patterns of output. Modeling a larger number of ORN spike trains for each odor input
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would provide a more realistic approach for investigating different PN outputs, and would help with
analyzing the olfactory transformations occurring in the antennal lobe circuitries. Because experi-
mental data for PN outputs for specific glomeruli during presentation of specific odors are known, it
would be possible to optimize connectivity parameters, especially to carefully study the parameters
controlling the strength of inhibition and the strength of synaptic depression, to attempt to replicate
those specific patterns.
Experimental studies (Olsen and Wilson, 2008) suggest that the major locus of inhibition is
presynaptic, and that much of the lateral inhibition in the antennal lobe acts by suppressing olfac-
tory receptor neuron to projection neuron synaptic transmission mediated by GABAA and GABAB.
Incorporating this mechanism in the network model would help to further investigate the role of in-
hibitory network in the antennal lobe. Once this is introduced in the more realistic network model,
a careful study of the parameters controlling the strength of inhibition and the strength of synaptic
depression is needed.
As noted above, it is necessary to include heterogeneous connections including inhibition that
affects a subset of glomeruli rather than all glomeruli in order to see diverse responses across
glomeruli. Optical recordings of glomerular calcium responses to single odors and odor mixtures
from both ORNs and PNs (Silbering and Galizia, 2007) suggest that there exists a glomerulus spe-
cific network and that LNs have response patterns that differ both spatially and temporally. LN
responses are more diffuse compared to ORNs and PNs, but not uniform across the antennal lobe
(Silbering et al., 2008). Therefore, a more realistic approach would be to add some heterogeneity in
both the intraglomerular and interglomerular connections. In this minimal network with only one
cell of each type per glomerulus, it is not possible to introduce heterogeneous connections with-
out introducing unwanted effects. Therefore, for future work, we will increase the number of cells
associated with each glomerulus. Based on experimental studies, a reasonable approach would be
to have three PNs, several iLNs, and at least one eLN associated with each glomerulus. With this
configuration we would be able to test the mechanisms that underlie experimental results where
excitatory local neurons spread activity in a non-uniform way.
In the future we also plan to investigate the effects of gap junctions and their possible role in
projection neuron synchrony. We will investigate whether there are longer transients before reaching
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steady state for an odor in the presence of gap junctions. Finally, we will investigate global versus
local networks in the Drosophila antennal lobe, in particular the wide variety of inhibitory local
neuron connectivity as described by Chou et al. (2010).
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